Are you a native **SPANISH** speaker?

If your answer is YES, you might be eligible to participate in an experiment for reading research.

**General Requirements:**
- Must be under 35 years old.
- Must have learned Spanish **SINCE BIRTH.**
- Must have completed High School in a **SPANISH** speaking country.
- Must have normal reading abilities.

This experiment requires you to make word judgments. To participate, please contact Hui-wen Cheng at: **bureading@gmail.com**

Please include “Spanish” in the subject line of your email.

There will be a compensation of up to $20 for your participation. This experiment may last up to 2 hours.

---

*This study is approved by the Boston University Charles River Campus Institutional Review Board.*

*This study is supervised by Professor Caldwell-Harris, Department of Psychology, Boston University, charris@bu.edu, 617-353-2956*